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UMT360 Named Microsoft 2014 Project and Portfolio Management  
Partner of the Year Finalist

Bellevue, WA - May 28, 2014 – UMT360 is pleased to announce it has been named a finalist in Microsoft’s 2014 Project 
and Portfolio Management Partner of the Year Awards.  Microsoft is recognizing UMT360 for its innovative Enterprise 
Portfolio Management solutions which are helping companies go beyond traditional PPM and get more ROI from 
their Project Server investment.  Built on SharePoint, UMT360 is the only enterprise portfolio management solution 
which provides seamless integration with Project Server.
 
“We’re proud to be recognized by Microsoft as a partner helping Project Server customers increase the value they get 
from their Microsoft PPM investment,” commented UMT360 CEO Mike Gruia.  “With the demand for growth exceeding 
the capacity to invest, companies are struggling to fund initiatives to grow the business.  UMT360 is transforming the 
way people manage their project, product, application, and IT service portfolios by helping to rationalize operational 
costs to free up funds to invest in innovation and drive business performance.”

By digitalizing investment planning and controls across portfolios, UMT360 goes beyond traditional PPM to deliver the 
financial intelligence and transparency needed for businesses to make smarter decisions which drive top and bottom 
line performance.   Examples of UMT360 solutions include:

•	 PPM+ Financial Intelligence – Delivers the financial intelligence needed to maximize ROI from project and  
program portfolios. 

•	 PPM+ Application Portfolios – Takes businesses beyond PPM to rationalize, modernize and get more value  
from application portfolios. 

•	 PPM+ IT Business Management – Integrates and provides financial transparency across project, application  
and IT service portfolios to more effectively run the business of IT.

UMT360 has been named either a finalist or winner in Microsoft’s Partner of the Year Awards in each of the last five 
years.  Winners are selected based on their commitment to customers, their solution’s market impact and  
exemplary use of Microsoft technologies. The Partner of the Year Award finalists and winners will be recognized at  
the 2014 Microsoft Worldwide Partner Conference July 13-17 in Washington DC.

Learn more about UMT360’s Enterprise Portfolio Management solutions at www.umt360.com.

Contact: 
Karen Coval, UMT360 
425.590.9901 
karen.coval@umt360.com  
www.umt360.com 

About UMT360:  UMT360 is a leading Enterprise Portfolio Management solution helping companies transform the way 
they manage product, project, application and IT service portfolios.  By digitalizing investment planning and controls 
across portfolios, UMT360 delivers the financial intelligence and transparency needed to make smarter decisions to 
drive top and bottom line performance.  Visit www.umt360.com. 
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